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and 3 the ink reservoir, which is carried
Be it known that I, FRANK H. MOONEY, by the member 2, and is of a resilient com
a citizen of the United States, and a resi pressible nature, such, for instance, as a
dent of Toledo, in the county of Lucas and rubber bag of tubular form. Disposed with

To all whom it may concern:

State of Ohio, have invented a certain new

and useful Presser-Bar Control for Foun

tam-Pens; and I do hereby declare the fol
lowing to be a full, clear, and exact de
scription of the invention, such as will en
10 able others skilled in the art to which it

appertains to make and use the same, refer

ence being had to the accompanying draw
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in the barrel 1 at one side of the ink bag 2,

and in contact therewith, is a presser-bar

4:, which extends lengthwise of the bag and
is adapted to be moved transversely of the
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barrel to e?'ect a compressing of the bag
for a greater portion of its length to eject

air therefrom, whereby an expansion of
the bag will draw a supply of ink therein,

ings, and to the characters of reference as is well understood in the art.
Fitting closely within the barrel beyond
marked thereon, which form a part of this
the closed end of the bag 2 is a split ring
15 speci?cation.
This invention relates to fountain pens of 5, preferably of spring metal, to adapt it
the class in which the ink reservoir com
prises a compressible tube or bag, the ex

to spring outward against and frictionally

communication.

from one side to or near the other thereof 75

the ink ?lling operation.

movements lengthwise thereof. The spring
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engage the wall or shell portion of the bar
pansion of which, from compressed form, is ' rel. This ring has one end provided with
20 intended to draw in a supply of ink with a reentrant extension 6, forming a tongue
which the inlet end of the tube may have which extends diametrically of the ring
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The object of my invention is the pro and loosely through an opening 7 in one
vision, in a fountain pen of the character end of the presser-bar, whereby the bar is
described, of simple and improved means permitted to have free movements trans
for compressing the ink reservoir during versely of the barrel and is anchored against
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A further object of my invention is the nature of the ring enables it to be easily
provision of improved means within the inserted in position in the barrel through
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pen barrel for anchoring the presser-bar the open end thereof.
The control means for the presser-bar
against longitudinal movements.
The invention is fully described in the in the form illustrated comprises a guide
following speci?cation, and while in its 8 and a plunger member 9, both of arcuate
broader aspect, it is capable of embodiment or segmental form. The guide 8, which is

35 in numerous forms, a preferred embodiment
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preferably of metallic bar form of a bend

thereof is illustrated in the accompanying able nature, is provided ~at each end, in the
present instance, with a tongue 10, which is
drawings, in which,
Figure 1 is a side view of a fountain pen narrowed with respect to the body of the
embodying the invention. Fig. 2 is a sec guide-bar to provide shoulders and is in
tional view on the line 2-2 in Fig. l with serted through an opening provided there
the presser-bar control means in normal for in the barrel side adjacent to the flat
position. Fig. 3 is a similar view of a por side of the presser-bar 4 which is opposed
tion of the pen with‘ the presser-bar and to the ink bag, the tongue then being clenched
its control means in depressed position. Fig. at its free end against the inner side of
’—l is a perspective view of a portion of the the barrel, as shown in Figs. 2 and 3, to
pen barrel and presser-bar control means retain the guide in engagement therewith.
in assembling relation, and Fig.>5 is a view The tongues 10, in the present instance, are
illustrating one manner of holding the pen inserted through the opposite ends of a slot
for ?lling, and Fig. 6 is a detail view of 11 provided lengthwise in the barrel 1, and
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the presser bar.

the tongue ends are bent outward under

the customary barrel or casing of a foun

bar or mandrel into the barrel, or‘ in any 105

tain‘pen, 2 the pen point holding member,

other suitable or convenient manner,

Referring to the drawings, 1 designates the end walls of the slot by inserting a
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The plunger 9 is preferably ?tted against bar, and an arcuate plunger carried by the
the inner side of. the guide-bar 8 in con
centric relation thereto and has one end

pen barrel and slidable bodily. and longi
tudinally in a plane lengthwise of the pen

provided with aguide loop or part 12, which
loosely embraces the guide-‘bar for sliding

barrel to compress said bar.

_

2. In a fountain pen, a reservoir presser

movements thereon. The other end of the bar, and an arcuate plunger carried by the

plunger projects through or registers with pen barrel and slidable bodily in an arc in
a broadened guide portion 13 of the slot a plane lengthwise of the pen barrel to com
11, at one end thereof, so that the plunger press said bar.

has rotary reciprocatory movements through

3. A fountain pen having an arcuate 75

said guide opening 13 when moved in one presser bar depressing member which is arc
direction or the other with respect to the uately movable in a plane longitudinal to
guide-bar 8. The plunger is preferably of the pen to depress the bar, and a segmental
such length that when at the limit of its member for guiding the movements of said
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retracting stroke, as shown in Figs. 1, 2 and arcuate member.
a, the free end thereof is adjacent to the
4. In a fountain pen, a barrel, a reservoir

inner edge of the guide opening 13 in posi

tion to coact with and effect a depression
20
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presser-bar therein, and presser-bar control
means having a circularly movable bar de

of the presser—bar 4 within the barrel when pressing part movable in a plane longitudi
the plunger is moved inward, as shown in nal to the barrel and a circular guide there
Fig. 3.
for.
It is evident that the arcuate form of the
5. In a fountain pen, a barrel, a reservoir
plunger and its guide causes its inner or presser-bar therein, a guide carried by the
presser-bar coacting end to have movement barrel, and a bar depressing member carried
transversely of the barrel to e?'ect a depres by the guide for longitudinal movements
sion or release of the presser-bar when the lengthwise thereof and of the barrel and at

guide end of the plunger is moved length
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the same time into and out of the‘barrel.v

wise with the guide-bar 8. It is also evident
6. In a fountain pen, a barrel, a reservoir
that the guide loop or part 12 on the plun presser-bar therein, a segmental guide car
30 ger serves as a ?ngenpiece to facilitate a

movement of the plunger. 1% designates a
slightly raised portion on the guide~bar 8

ricd by the barrel lengthwise thereof, and
a segmental plunger concentric to said guide
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and guided for presser bar depressing move

for coacting with the plunger guide part ments thereby.
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12 when in retracted position to yieldingly
7. In a fountain pen, a barrel having an
retain it in such position. It is found in opening therein, a reservoir presser bar in
practice, however, that the provision of said barrel, a guide mounted on the barrel

means on the guide-bar for resisting an
initial movement of the plunger from re
tracted position is not necessary, as the re
40

.100

and extending lengthwise thereof adjacent

to said opening, and means guided for move

ment by said guide and movable lengthwise

siliency of the rubber bag 3 is not only sul? thereof through said opening into and out
cient to lift the presser-bar at and return the of bar depressing position.
plunger to its retracted position when re- ‘
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8. In a fountain pen, a barrel, a reservoir

leased, but e?ectually retains the plunger in presser bar therein, a guide-bar carried by
such position.
the barrel, and means'guided for movement
It is preferable to so dispose the plunger by said guide-bar and movable into and out
that when in retracted position the guide of bar depressing position and having a
part 12 thereof stands at the end of the ?nger piece movable lengthwise of the guide~
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guidezbar 8 which is adjacent to the pen bar.

point, thereby facilitating the ?lling opera
50
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9. In a fountain pen, a barrel, a reservoir

tion by enabling the user when holding the
pen in writing position to engage the guide
part 12 with the ?rst ?nger of the hand
holding the pen and easily move the plunger
9 to depress the presser-bar preparatory to

presser bar therein, a guide bar carried by

?lling, as illustrated in Fig. 5.

guide part embracing said guide bar and

.
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the barrel, and a segmental plunger guided .

for oscillatory movement into and out of
said barrel transversely thereof to depress
and release the presser-bar and having a

I wish it understood that my invention is forming a ?nger piece.
,
not limited to any speci?c construction, ar
10. In a fountain pen, a barrel, a reservoir
rangement or form of the parts, as it is presser bar therein, and two segmentalparts,
capable of numerous modi?cations without one part being a bar depressing plunger
departing from the spirit of the invention movable lengthwise of the other part and
as de?ned by the claims.
said other part being fixed to the barrel and
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Having thus described my invention, what guiding the movements of said plunger.

I claim as new, and desire to secure by Let

‘ters Patent, is,~——
65

11. In a fountain pen, a barrel, a reservoir

presser bar, a guide ?Xed to the barrel, and
1. In a fountain pen, a reservoir presser a plunger having one end slidingly engaged
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with said guide and its other end movable under the end Walls thereof, and an arcuate 10

into and out of the barrel to control the plunger slidingly carried by said guide strip
movements of the presser bar.
and having one end movable through one
12. In a fountain pen, a barrel having a end portion of said slot into bar depressing
slot therein, a reservoir presser bar in said position Within the barrel.

barrel, a segmental guide strip disposed
In testimony whereof, I have hereunto 15
lengthwise of the barrel and having atongue signed my name to this speci?cation.
at each end thereof inserted through oppo
site end portions of said slot and engaged

FRANK H. MOONEY.

Copies of this patent may be obtained for ?ve cents each, by addressing the “Commissioner of Eatents,
, Washington, D. G.”

